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The undersigned scholars also support the views expressed in the document L2/10-233 

“Request from scholars of the Grantha user community” and request the concerned 

officials of Unicode script registration system, that:  

1. they do not include in the Unicode registration of Grantha any letters/devices such 

as this “Chillu Marker” that will not preserve the meaning unity between the 

different written forms of vowelless consonants in Sanskrit/Grantha. 

2. they make all efforts to ensure that the registration of Grantha will preserve the 

way in which the Grantha script represents the Sanskrit language. 

3. if at all necessary then they add extra letters to the script for writing words from 

other languages only so long as it is practically useful, so long as such addition does 

not conflict with the stipulation above. 

4. to make efforts to ensure that the special letters and marks used for writing Vedic 

Sanskrit in Grantha are also included since the Vedic community of Tamil Nadu uses 

the Grantha script daily in their traditional academic and religious activities and 

needs to be able to use these characters in the computer form of Grantha.  

 

I (Shriramana Sharma) wish to draw the attention of the UTC to the fact that three 

signatories to the “Request from scholars of the Grantha user community” are Presidential 

Awardees: Dr Shivaramakrishna Shastri and Dr S V Radhakrishna Shastri whose signatures 

were in pp 11 and 13 of L2/10-233 and Dr Mani Dravid of Chennai whose signature is 

attached here in p 2. These are all very experienced, respected and impartial scholars who 

are beyond any influencing (by me or anyone else). They have all endorsed the analysis of 

the Grantha script provided in my proposal, especially with regard to contentious issues 

such as the virama forms, virama/chillu marker matter, absence of Grantha OM and also 

other lesser matters like the Grantha/Tamil digits issue and danda-s. 
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